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ment or official discrimination, were now forced to pay in full.
The political unrest of 1920 was not primarily due to this
heavy taxation, as Lord Islington declared in the House of
Lords,1 but the fact remains that the taxation was harassing.
The inability of the landlords, dignitaries, and tribes to evade
taxation as they had once escaped it influenced them to throw
their weight against a regime which was determined to collect
what it demanded. Moreover, gratitude for the fact that for
the first time in the lives of the tax-payers, tangible and concrete
returns for their money were visible, was often lost in the
knowledge that they had no voice in the initiation or incidence
of taxation or in the choice of the objects of expenditure which,
because they were essentially desirable in the eyes of the British
administrators, were placed in the budget estimates regardless
of whether or not the expenditure had corresponding value in
the desires and standards of the tax-payers or whether it was
necessary for the peculiar needs of the country.
Notwithstanding early instructions to the contrary, as on
March sgth, 1917, the Civil Administration employed com-
paratively few Arabs in responsible administrative positions.
Arabs drawing Rs. 600 or more per month2 on August ist,
1920, numbered 20 and formed but 374 per cent of the 534
officers in the same category.3 The remaining 514 officers
were British or Indian officials. Nor were the various advisory
Councils, of which so much has been made as indicating the
participation of responsible Arabs in their own government,4
of any practical value, having been so organized as to make
their effect negligible on the conduct of the Administration
except in minor local affairs.
1	Parl Debates, H. of L., sth S , Vol. XL (1930), pp. 850-1.
2	Following the official division as in Review C. Admin., 1914-1920, p. 122.
3	The Arabs so employed were distributed among the departments as follows*
Judicial Department, 10; Divisional Political Staff, 4; Irrigation, 3; Tapu, 2;
Waqf, i. Telegram No. 9804, Civil Commissioner, Baghdad to S/S for India,
August i4th, 1930.
* Review Civil Admin, O.T., 1914-1918, pp. 24-6. Ibid., 1914-1920, pp.
131-2.
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